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Details of Visit:

Author: Sulzer Driver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 11 Apr 2015 14:45
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07718983662

The Premises:

Center of town apartment.
Clean and tidy inside with good facilities.

The Lady:

Slim mid 30s brunette with enhanced 34f boobs.
Has a number of small tattoos.
Partially shaved pussy.
Pictures on her AW are very accurate.

The Story:

Having been frustrated during the week by various options and not wanting to travel to far from
home I looked around on the web for some Saturday entertainment and found Victoria on AW. Now
I was aware that some of the advertisers on that site are sometimes not entirely what they claim to
be, but I decided to take a chance with Victoria and gave her a call. An hour and a half later I was
being let into her central Cheltenham apartment.
I was not to be disappointed Victoria was just as she was on her page. Firstly, Victoria apologies
that due to a recent problem we won't be able to use the hot tub that is in the flat
Once we had dealt with the administration, Victoria gets me to lie on her huge double bed and we
started with her giving me an excellent massage as we chatted about this and that, she can
certainly talk.
Massage over time to get hold of those magnificent tits; she tells me that they are going to be even
bigger soon, during which there is some nice French kissing. My cock now rising to the occasion,
it's time for some oral, Victoria apologies that that normally this would be uncovered but
unfortunately because as she has recently had some dental work done, today it will have to be with
a condom, a shame but no worries. Her technique is superb, with plenty of deep throat action.
Eventually, it's time for sex, with Victoria first climbing on to facing me, then turning the other way
round so that I can see cock entering her pussy. Another change of position and into some vigorous
doggy.
Victoria having done an excellent job in the oral department earlier it was time for me to return the
favour and get to work on her pussy with my tongue, bringing her to the edge of orgasm,
unfortunately I miss read the signs and came up for a air a split second to early, so to correct this
Victoria fingers herself whilst I wank off eventually coming over her tits.
Both spent we lie on the bed and chat a bit more, then it's in to the shower for me to clean up,
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before I return to the outside world happy.
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